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CONTACT

If you have any more questions about our products, we would 
be happy to answer them. Tel. +49(0)4101-3849-0 

Or check out our website:
www.reckmann.com

SUNFLIP

SunFLIP is the high end system for removable sun 
awnings on yachts. Continously refined over more than 
ten years, it provides a trouble free package of strong 
carbon poles and beautifully finished awnings. 

We use a comprehensive software package for 3D ten- 
sile structure design to engineer the perfect awning 
system for each individual project. Calculating rather 
than estimating loads ensures peace of mind for the 
guests and crew on board, especially when the awnings 
are used at the upper end of the specified wind range. 
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CLICKFIT
ON  DECK

CLICKFIT
FLUSH  DECK

TWISTFIT

SAILTEC  A  NEW  STANDARD
IN  MOTOR  YACHT  PRODUCTS 

Whatever differences there might be between Reckmann 
products, our goal with every single one of them is to 
achieve maximum functionality in all weather condi- 
tions and in all circumstances. Of course, this also makes 
life on board motor yachts easier, more comfortable 
and safer. 

SAILTEC products are innovative, reliable and provide 
real benefits to the customer as a result of many years 
of sailing and super yacht know how – and the passion 
to create perfect solutions.
  

STRAIGHT POLE

COMPLETE   AWNING   SETUP
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SUNFLIP –  POLES  AND  LIGHTS

You have the choice between straight, curved or 
angled poles to perfectly complement the design  
of the specific yacht. With several sizes of poles 
and our engineering know how, we can realize un- 
conventional sun awnings systems on large yacht 
projects. 
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The poles can be equipped with different types  
of spot lights and strip lights. We also develop 
custom lighting options in cooperation with the 
yacht’s design team. The customer can decide 
whether the power should be supplied via a cable 
or via induction.

  

CRESCENT   LIGHT CIRCLE   LIGHT

CONE   LIGHT TWIN   LIGHTPOLE   LIGHT

STRIP  AND
POLE  LIGHT
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FRAME   VERSION

ROLL   DOWN   VERSION

WINDSCREEN
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CUSTOMIZED  SUNFLIP

Ambition and creativity to make special wishes 
come true, lead to the quality that people have 
come to expect from Reckmann’s products for 
more than 125 years. This is our standard: to de- 
velop the best product on the market for you. At 
Reckmann we have developed a quality system, 
which leads to systematic engineering, a very 
high production & service level and full customer 
satisfaction. In general, that means that in terms 
of reliability, function and safety of the design, 
we do not make any compromise at Reckmann.
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PROSCREEN

ProSCREENS are the perfect solution for outside 
projection screens on yachts. Easy and quick to set up 
and remove, well engineered and beautifully finished. 
Front and rear projections are possible.

The frame version uses a structural frame of carbon 
tubes, which can be dismantled into compact pieces 
suitable for storage. 

The roll down version of the proSCREEN is completely 
integrated in one carbon cross beam, which can be 
easily mounted between two sunFLIP poles. This enables 
dual use of poles for sun protection and screen support. 

  

Keep your privacy. We provide a range of solu-
tions for wind protection and privacy screens. 
From vertical textile privacy screens which can 
be tensioned between carbon poles, to semi- 
automatic transparent windscreens which are 
integrated in the exterior ceiling and rolled down 
with the use of a power tool. Combined with re- 
movable stanchions, this system is ideally suited 
to fully enclose an exterior deck space which can 
then be heated or air-conditioned.

TELESCOPE   POLES

ENTERTAINMENT   POLES CUSTOMIZED   POLE
&   PAINTING

WINDSCREEN / PRIVACYSCREEN  

CUSTOMIZED SUNFLIP PRODUCT EXAMPLES:

• Custom pole shape
• Custom light housing
• Entertainment pole
• Faux wood finish
• Telescope pole
• Integrated speaker & TV holders
• Integrated MIST spray system
• Removable heli hangar extension
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PARASOLS

ParaSOLS provide a compact and flexible solution 
for smaller shaded areas. We offer a variety of styles 
and sizes with center supports or side supports. The 
fabric and paint finish can be matched to the sunFLIP or 
slideSHADE system for a uniform appearance on board. 

OUR PRODUCT BENEFITS:

• Easy to handle due to light weight carbon construction
• Can be painted according to customer requirements
• Wind resistent due to integrated wind stabilizer
• Quick lock fitting for easy connection of the shade
• Removable battery light for illumination
• Various on deck storage options
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SLIDESHADE

Flexible sun protection for private guest areas at the 
push of a button. The slideSHADE systems are integra- 
ted into the yacht’s structure, and are deployed electri-
cally without any need for crew disturbing the guests. 

Fixed tracks in the superstructure or extendable beams 
support the awning, and the right tension is always 
ensured by an integrated PLC control system. 

Large awnings can be installed in compact spaces by 
using telescopic beams. We develop and deliver the 
complete system and provide a world wide after sales 
service. 

EXTENDABLE   SLIDESHADE   SYSTEM

INTEGRATED   SLIDESHADE   SYSTEM

INTEGRATED   SLIDESHADE   SYSTEM
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TELESCOPIC   SLIDESHADE   SYSTEM

1. Foldable extension arm
2. Integrated & stowable wind stabilizer
3. Holder for on deck storage option
4. Quick rotation lock & release

STORAGE   OPTIONS
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SUNDECK

Permanent shade and weather protection – the sunDECK 
awnings are designed to stay up in any conditions. No poles have 
to be set up and no awnings folded and stored when not in use. 
These permanent awnings can serve as an elegant way to extend 
deck overhangs for that precious shady space on deck, or create 
large sheltered areas with an open and light feeling. 

We provide the complete system with the adequate support structure 
in high grade stainless steel or carbon tubes. Designed for wind 
conditions of up to 100 kn, the sunDECK awnings provide a hassle- 
free solution in any environment. 
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SAFETY   TRACKS  

SAFETY  TRACKS

Dedicated safety tracks for securing crew working 
aloft. Fully certified to European Standard EN795:2012
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SUNDECK

FESTO   PARK

ARCHITECTURE

By bringing solutions which have been tried and tested in a marine 
environment to the architectural sector, we explore new possibilities for 
adjustable or permanent sun protection in cooperation with innovative 
architects and real estate developers. 

PROSPORT

Custom solutions for sport court arrangements on open deck areas such as heli 
decks. We engineer, build and install tailored sytems for each specific project. 
From a net around a court to keep the ball on board, up to a full on paddle tennis 
court with hard side walls and integrated lighting, the possibilities are almost 
endless. 
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ROOF   TOP   SHADING   SYSTEMPROSPORT   COURT



Siemensstraße 37–39   
25462 Rellingen 

Tel. +49(0)4101-3849-0
Fax +49(0)4101-3849-50 

www.reckmann.com
info@reckmann.com

S P E C T A C U L A R  I M P R E S S I O N S .  V I S I O N A R Y   I D E A S .
R E V O L U T I O N A R Y   T E C H N O L O G Y .

 
All Reckmann products have one thing in common: Our need and desire to 
develop and offer you as our customer the best possible solution available 
on the market. It doesn’t matter whether it’s a standard product or a custom- 
made specialist solution. Whether it’s designed for Regatta sailors, cruisers, 
super yacht customers or businesses in general. We want you to be satisfied. 
And it’s been that way for more than 125 years …

FOR  MOTOR  YACHTS

· sunFLIP
· sunDECK
·  slideSHADE & slideSHADE Frame 
·  sunHATCH
·  windScreen & privacyScreen  
·  paraSOL
·  proSCREEN
·  proSPORT  
·  Safety Tracks

FOR  SAILING  YACHTS

· Headsail Furlers
· Boom Reef Systems
· Mast Roller Systems
· Rigging Hydraulics
· Mast Jack Systems
· Hydraulic Units
· Emergency Rig Cutters
· Accessories/Spare Parts
· Rigging/Hydraulics Service

 

FOR  ARCHITECTURE

·  Shading Systems
  (manual/automatic)
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